Virtual Workshops Best Practices
Participant Guide to Office Suite HD Meeting
HD Meeting SETUP: Please join 5 minutes early
You do not need a license or an account to access HD Meeting; however, we request that you join at
least 5-10 minutes before the session starts to complete the setup process to minimize technical issues
and ensure high quality sessions, including the ability for you to join breakout sessions.
JOINING A SESSION
•

•

•

You will receive and email with the invitation from your meeting host to join a session(s). The
invitation will include a link to the Office Suite HD application, dial-in phone numbers, and the
date and time.
Five minutes before the meeting/session, click the link in the invitation. A window will open
asking you to join HD Meeting. Select “open the application." The application is safe to
download. (You can also do this anytime prior to the event.)
When it opens, you will have the option to select ‘Join Computer Audio’. If your computer does
not have a microphone built in, you can join by calling into any of the phone numbers in the
invitation email. Turn on your video.

Microphone / Audio
•

•
•

•

Test your sound to make sure it is acceptable, and make sure your microphone is plugged in if it
is not built into your computer. If using your computer sound, headphones are recommended to
improve sound quality and minimize background noise.
Audio quality is typically better when using your phone with headphones or your computer
audio with headphones.
When joining by phone, mute your computer speakers and microphone to avoid feedback.
Minimize potentially distracting background noises. Mute your audio if background noise will be
unavoidable by clicking the ‘Mute’ microphone icon.
Lastly, if you join the audio by phone and the webinar via computer, please synchronize your
phone connection and your computer/video connection. You can do this by entering the
participant code provided on screen when you join the session or by asking the zoom session
host/moderator to do it.

PREPARATION AND STAGING
Lighting
•
•

Light yourself as well as possible, including from the front and above if possible. Try to avoid
light that comes from under your face.
Please check to be sure there are no bright lights BEHIND you from either a light or a window.
This is known as "backlight," and most cameras cannot produce decent images if this happens.
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Camera / Video
•

•

•

•

•

If your computer has a camera, you are invited to turn it on when possible to connect with other
participants. We understand this may not be an option in all cases, and sometimes you just need
a break from technology. If you are having bandwidth issues resulting in poor sound quality,
turning off the camera is recommended to increase your audio quality.
It may not be possible to be on-screen for the duration of the call. If you need to leave your
screen at any time or take a personal moment, we invite you to turn off your video by clicking
the ‘Stop Video’ camera icon at the bottom left corner of the screen.
Camera Angle: Adjust your camera height to eye level and ensure the camera itself is "level"
(not pointing up or down at you). Books and boxes come in handy to elevate your camera if
using a laptop!
Framing Yourself: Try to frame yourself so others see some of your shoulders up to the top of
your head. The top of your head should be right at the top edge of the frame with your
shoulders showing at the bottom.
Background: Take time to examine what others will be looking at behind you. Keep things
simple and try to avoid any distracting elements in the background.

QUESTIONS
Still have questions or concerns?
Email tmacarthur@pecpa.org

